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NEW REQUIREMENT c. P. s. MUSIC DEPT. l
STANDARD TO GIVE RECITAL I
RAISES
College to Hear Program in
OF SCHOLARSHIP Auditorium Friday ·

"Daddy" B1~ooks

The music department of the College
present a number of puHigher G1·ades Will Be pils inwillviolin,
piano and voice in a
Necessarily Maintained recital in the auditorium this after- /
noon at four o'clock. This is to be
By Logger Students
the beginning of a series of recitals 1
Important changes in ru1es to be given every Friday aftemoon 1
which pupils from both the be- .
regarding probation were in
ginning and advanced groups of Col··
passed by the Faculty at the lege musicians will be presented. /
meeting January 9th, on the The program this afternoon is as
recommendation of the Schol- follows:
arship Commiltee. Probably "Concerto in G Major, Allegro
by Seitz-Minabel Stethe change of most interest to Movement,"
phens.
the students in general is the
one which places a student ~n "Gray Days," by Johnston-Presprobation for low scholarship ton Onstad.
for one semester whenever he "Crescendo," by Lasson-Mrs. Jesearns less points than three- sie Steele.
fourths of the hours of his r eg- "Minuet," by Paderewski-Betty
.istration. This means that a Ward.
student must maintain a point "Concerto in D Major, Allegro Anby Seitz-August Santos.
average of at least .75 in order dante,"
"The Little Damozel," by Novello
to keep off of probation. The -Carol
Lindsay.
College of Puget Sotmd requires a point average of 1.00, "Polonaise, A Major," by Chopinwhich is a "C" average, for Janice Wilson.
-Out Courtesy Tacoma Ledger
graduation; and the new r~ "Iris," by Oleson~Dorothy Turley
"I Shall Meet You," by Sanderson
Alexander B. Brooks, orchardist,
quiremen t for a student m
good standing is made so that -Morris Summers.
manufacturer, bachelor and student,
no student will be allowed to "Tumble Weed," by Bliss-Lucille has again enrolled at Puget Sound
remain in college more than Murbach.
·
"Absent," by Metcalf-Dorothy for the 21st time in 23 years.
one year if he cannot approxiPlanning to take courses in geomate the average required lat- Bell.
logy, phlllsophy and history and to
er for graduation.
"Waltz, Opus 70 No. 1," by Chopin
complete several others, Ml'. Brooke
Students who earn less than -Jeanette Groffman.
began his studies Thursday and durthree-fourths as many points Instructors in the music depart- ing
the day was busily engaged in
as their registered hours for ment whose pupils will participate
two semesters in succession are: Prof. John Paul Bennett, Mrs. reading reference books in the colwill not he re-registered. Be- Lawrence McClelland, Mrs. David lege library.
fore this time, a student on Soltau and Mrs. Ruth Rengstorff. Mr. Brooke has seen the student
body of the college increase from
probation for low scholarship The public. is invited to attend.
year to year, from a group of about
the previous semes ter has
75 students to the present enrollment
been dropped at the end of the
in day classes of 580.
1

I

I

WORK BEGUN ON
BOOK STORE change
He has also seen the faculty
from year to year and now

term if he did not pass in ten
hours work. Under this new
regulation, a student on probation for low scholarship the
only one of the original professors,
.
The old Trail office Is being made Walter Scott Davis, remains. Prof.
previous semes ter in t lus or
any other institution, will be over into the new college bookstore. Davis was the faculty adviser for
dropped unless he earns points Work was started Wednesday by F. Brooke when he first enrolled, and
equal to three-fourths. of his L. Baldwin, carpe.<.tc~· contractor. ) it was uncer the profcs:.;or!s Ju.id·
registered hours.
Mr. Baldwin is no stranger at Pu- ance that his first r egistration card

Must Average c
Up to the present time, students
have been dropped from this college
for failures only, except in special
cases of continued low worlc. From
now on, students will be dropped for
failures or for "D" work, unless they
earn a sufficient number of hours of
(Continued on Page 4)

COllEGIANA
*

•

get Sound for he has done numerous
small carpenter jobs for the college.
When ask~d for his name Mr.
Baldwin recited the trite "Yohn
Yohnson" then told us he was F. L.
Baldwin.
The work will be completed in
three or four days. Mr. Baldwin is
assisted by N. Nystrom.

Faculty to Change·
Absence System
I I

Readers of the column this week
will doubtless notice a profusion of
news from different California
schools and not much from elsewllere. To tell the truth, students
of the Golden State seem to malce
more n ews than any one else.
•

PugetSound
Tonight
PRICE FlVE CENTS
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The University of Southem California is no place for the nervous
person these clays, but it is just the
place for the one who stutters. A
speech clinic, the first ever to be
organized by a western university
was opened January 9, under the
auspices of the psychology department of the school. The clinic will
serve a two-fold pw·pose: first, it
will aid the psychology and speech
departments in their studies into
the nature and cause of stuttering ;
and second, it will h elp those afflicted to overcome their handicap.
Preceding the opening, forty students were enrolled, as well as some
outsiders. If the clinic becomes too
popular, it wlll probably be limited
to studen ts alone. Until more equipment is secured, stuttering only will
be dealt wit~1, but later, it is planned
to broaden the field to include all
sorts of speech defects.
Concerning the nervous people,
any such persons straying about the
campus are liable to find themselves captured, dragged into the psychology laboratory, and their magnificient n eural cunent being
broadcast over the local radio station, by means of a neuro-recording
device which makes nerve action
audible.
According to a special report to
the University of Washington Da lly,
oregon may secure Minnesota's
head football coach, Dr. Clarence
W. Spears, to fill the vacancy which
wlll be left by Captain John McEwan next year. There is nothing certain about it, and U. of 0 . officials
decline to talk about the matter.
However, after his vacation in Cal1(Cont1nued on Page 2)

was filled.
Brooke was born in Davenport,
Iowa, and graduated from the
Massibon high school there. At the
,age of 16 he ,,IJloved to Sprague,
Wash., and, after four years, moved
to California, where he became an
orchardist. However, the California
weather did not agree with him, and,
,moving to Oregon, eventually settled where he now lives.
Close to his ranch lives Billy
Sunday, the. noted evangelist, and
M1·. Brooke chuckles as he tells of
how h e and the fiery Billy have
often talked over the fence as
neighbors.

ORGANIZATION
AND. DUTIES OF
HONOR SYSTEM
Should Be Made to Apply to
Certain Definite Phases
of College Life
By James •r. Jackson
ARTICLE V.
The term "Honor System" is used
to connote the formal recognition
ancl adoption by students and faculty of a system of mutual responsibility among students for honesty
in scholastic work and other college
activities. However, It has been said
recently by an astute observer of
students and a keen viewer of the
trend of modern student thought
that "the only way in which the
problem of student government will
ever be worked out successfully will
be to perfect a joint organization
among the students and faculty
combined." This statement furnish es a challenge to American students. Is it correct? Cannot students
now govern themselves successfully?
A majority of the students who
discussed the Ho11or System at the
Fourth Congress of the N. S. F. A.
were of the opinion that the. Honor
System is more efficiently managed
when the council is composed exclusively of students. However, in
some institutions, a mixed committee functions successfully. The comcomposition of honor councils
ranges all the way from those composed entirely of students to those
composed entirely by faculty members. Each institution must work out
this problem for Itself.
In order to be most effective, the
Honor System should be somewhat
limited in its scope. It should be
made to apply to certain definite
phases of student life, and it should
be thoroughly understood by the
students that, when the system is
violated, punishment will follow
swiftly and certainly. It is not the
severity of the punishment that
counts; it is its certainty. The penalty should be as severe as the exigencies of the condiL1ons demano.
(Continued on Page 2)

FACULTY OFFERS
STUDENTS' GUIDE
booklet entitled "Students'
Guide for Written Work" has been
published by the Administration for
Logger students.
The material is arranged in a
brief and h elpful manner in outline
form. It contains suggestions for the
preparation of manuscripts, formal
papers, and keeping of note books.
A

A special meeting o! the faculty will be called the first of next
wtek to pass on proposed changes
l.n the absence system. Under the
proposed system, students will be
entirely responsible for all absences, whether avoidable or unPROFESSOR BENNETT
avoidable. Instructors will recGIVES VOCAL SOLOS
ord absences, and when a student's total absence reaches
Professor John P. Bennett enter- Dr. Spector, Tacoma Writer
twice the number of weeltly recitained
the student body during Monand Scholar Gives
tations in a. class, he will be
Chapel Lecture
dropped from that class. Possible day's chapel period with a group of
methods for allowing reinstate- · vocal numbers which were well reIgnorance is the bane of civilizament in certain cases are still un- ceived. He sang "Wolin," by Schuder discussio~. The Trail will ,b ert, "Si je pauvais mom·is," by Bar- tion according to Dr. Itzehak Spectpublish a full statement of the biroth, "Gypsy Love Song," by Her- or, chapel speaker of Wednesday.
Ignorance, he says, is misundernew system in next week's issue. bert, and "0 No John," an old English song.
standing, misinformation, or else
entire lack of information. He reelt ed a few mordant anecdotes in
showing the lack of tolerance
:-:
:-:
:-:
throughout the world. He would
have men dispel the fogs of intoler'
'
~
o; ance by the comprehensive study of
The first student that Professo1· the Tippiecanoe river. In 18BO he en- comparative history and Uterature.
Dr. Spector is affillated with the
Davis saw as he climbed the steps tered De Pauw University. While in
of De Pauw University to ent er as a. college he was active in literary so- college and a professor of the Reblowly freshman in the academy was cieties and as a representative of his r ew school in this city.
Francis Wayland Hanawalt. Mr. society he won the prize in the inHis book, recently published in
Hanawalt, who was steward of the ter-city disquisition contest. He also Tacoma, "The Ethics of the Shulhan
Oroutch Eating Club, secured Mr. played basketball and the old type 'Aruk," is expected to draw the atDavis as a new member. Mrs. game of football. He was a member tention of world scholars. The book
of the Phi Kapp'Q Psi fraternity. I n is a comprehensive inquiring into
18B4 he was graduated with a major the ethical significance of the Jewin Mathematics, Greek and Latin. In ish customs which were derived
1902 h e received his master's degree from the literature, and legal codes
from De Pauw.
of the race. The Shulhan 'Arulc, as
a complete legal code, was generally
Math Early Love
supposed to have little or no ethical
After the completion of his col- significance. In this work Dr. Speclege course Mr. Hanawalt became tor has dispelled this belief, having
Professor of Mathematics and As- to both the schools of ethics and
tronomy at Mt. Morris college. In philosophy, invaluable knowledge
1893 he went to De Pauw as instruc- which has long been lost in the
tor in mathematics. After five years shadows of antiquity, according to
in this position he entered the Uni- scholars. It was necessary for Dr.
Oroutch's famous lemon and peach versity of Chicago as a graduate stu- Spector to know a number of Semepies are still vivid memories to these dent. From 1898-1903 he taught as- tic languages, beside Hebrew and
professors. Such famous men as Sen- tronomy and mathematics in Iowa Greelc, to do justice to the "Shulhan
ator Bevenidge and Oliver James Wesleyan University.
'Aruk."
He has studied at many universiWatson were also numbered among
In 1901 h e did graduate work at
the members of the Croutch Eating Cornell and in 1903 at the Chamber- ties, including the ones at Jerusalem
club.
lain Observatory. The following year and , Constantinople. He received
Mr. Hanawalt is a Hoosier. He he accepted the position of Profes- his degree from the University of
Chicago.
was born in Monticello, Indiana, on
(Continued on Page 3)
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IGNORANCE IS
WORLD BANE
SAYS AUTHOR

I

C. P. S. Has Known Prof. Hanawalt 22
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Coach "Ed" Pirwitz

Years· Stargazing Hikino- His Hobhi·es I

PUGET SOUND LOSES FIRST GAME
TO INVADING WHITMAN SQUAD
Missionaries Win by Score of 54 to 32; Loggers
Show Great lmp1·ovement in Initial Conference
Start; Second Tilt Tonight
The Puget Sound Loggers fell before the attack of ·the
Whitman Missionaries last night in one oJ the hardest fought
games played on the local court. The final count was 54 to 32.
Dope favored the winners because of their previous record hut
the s tand of the Loggers came as a pleasant surprise to local
fans.
Frank Bowers led the Loggers in scoring, garnering 11
points during the evening session. Kegley, Grimes, McKenney and LePenskc played heads up hall.
Robinson and ·wright led the Missionaries in scoring
with 13 points apiece, while Jones came through with 11
points.
The Loggers were leading 10 to 9 after ten minutes of
play and at half Lime the count was 26 to 15 in favor of Whitman.
The two teams will meet tonigh t at 8 p.m. to play their
second game of the series.

SOPH FORENSICS
DEFEAT JUNIOR

Pirwitz says, "The boys are green
but are developing fast. I expect to
see the fellows win some conference games this year. Maybe not g.~
the first of the season but later tfA Second Year Men Take Gab
1'est From Juniors; Frosh
when they get accustomed to the
. Dxop Out
college style of basket ball. Now is
the time when they need your support, and I hope you wlll turn out The sophomore debate team, comas a student body to boost for posed of Samuel Crippen and Carlton Wood, took the ten count over
them."
the juniors in a battle of greased
chins last Friday and won the college interclass championship. The
junior combination of Arthur Martin and Shigeo Tanabe could not
withstand th e furious onslaught of
breath-taking verbal blows the secHead Coach Gives Interesting ond-year men delivered, and finally
Opinions to College
fell beneath a deluge of logicalities.
Sportsmen
The juniors had previously won
the decision from the senior team of
"I think a Christian sportsman ls Arthur Allsworth and William Law
fair, honest, a good winner and a on Thursday, January 9. The freshgood loser." This is the opinion of man team defaulted to the sophoHead Coach Edward Pn·witz as ex- mores and the victory over the junpressed in his talk to the men of iors leaves the sophs as school
the college at chapel hour Tuesday champs. The question was: "Resolved, that the nations should
in room 204 in Jones Hall.
Coach Pirwitz entitled his talk adopt a plan of complete disarma"The Christian Sportsman." a.nd ment, excepting such forces as are
presented it before a large audience. required for police purposes. Judges
At the conclusion Mr. Pirwitz re- for the soph-junior contest were
ceived a large applause and many Professors Hausheer, Davis and
personally expr essed their appre- Robbins.
ciation of his efforts by their
thanks.
Mr. Pirwitz said, "I think a good
winer is the hardest thing to be.
One will instinctively try to be a
good loser. Of coure, the fellow
worth while is the one who can Dr. Todd Will Arrive In 'fa.
coma Tuesday From
smile when luck is against him.
Washington, D. C.
However. I do not class the fellow as
a good winner who is overbearingly
pr. Edward H. Todd, presiden~ of
sympathetic when his opponent has
Puget Sotmd, will return to Tacoma
lost."
from Washington D. 0. Tuesday,
January 21, according to·Miss Olive
BRUCE THOMAS
Brown, secretary to the president.
IS NEWS EDITOR Dr. Todd has attended a number
of congresses in the east.
In Washington h e attended the
The Trail staff announces at
this time that Bruce Thomas has conferences of the Methodist Edubeen appointed to the office of cational Association and the meetNews Editor on the weekly paper. ing of the Association of ·American
Mr. Thomas takes the place re- Colleges.
Dr. Todd's visit included an intercently vacated by Bob Sconce.
view with the board of the Carnegie
Foundation.

PIRWITZ TALKS
TO C. P. S. MEN

WHITMAN CHAMPS
Whitman, under the guidance of
Coach "Nig" Borleske, has held the
Northwest Conference championship
four years and now is one of the
strongest contenders for the pennant
in the 1930 race. Fast play features
the Whitman attack and it takes a
fast team to stop them.
A long pre-conference schedule
has been played by the Missionaries
and they are now in good condition.
Games with University of · Idaho,
washington state, University of
Washington, Ellensburg Normal,
Gonzaga and Mount St. Charles have
been played and the Walla Walla
club has lost only to Washington,
Washington State and split a series
with Idaho. This is an exceptional
record.

The Whitman squad has a number
of lettermen, some of them all-conference caliber. Captain "Bevo"
Croxdale is an all-conference guard
and held high scoring records for
the league during the 1929 season.
"Buddy" Applegate, whose front
handle is Sterling, has been a whiz
at forward and memories of football
are recalled as he runs all over the
maples. Robbins has scored heavily
in several games this season from a
forward position. Fix is a lanky center and the Blue and Maize are reported as having three men on the
traveling squad who play the pivot
position.
Maroon Has Frosh Squad
In contrast with the experienced
squad from over the mountains Puget Sound has a team that is entirely new, freshmen comprising threefourths of the squad. Every player
has played a different style of ball
before this season so it is little wonder that Coach Pirwitz has had his
hands full dm·ing the practice sessions.
The Logger team luts its possibil·
!ties and are coming in fair style.
Tom Kegley, long-legged frosh has
made for himself a regular place on
the team, for h e plays either center
or guard. LePenske and McKenney,
forward and guard respectively, are
the only men who h ave played at
the college before and both are good
players. Tomko, Bowers and McCoy
Friday, .January 17-Varsity basket are three forwards from the freshball game vs. Whitman, 7:30 p. m. man class and have improved each
practice session. Piety, Grimes and
in gym.
January 20-25-Closed period n ext Bowler complete the varsity squad
and the three are defensive men.
weelt

TODD PLANS TO
RETURN SOON

MR. MORGAN TO
PRESENT BOWS

J. M. Morgan Speal{S to Women on Archery
Thursday
J. M. Morgan, maker of bows and
arrows gave a demonstration talk to
the women of the college on Thw-sday at 11:15 a. m. in the gymnasium. Last spring Mr. Morgan presented the champion of the archery
contest with a 30 pound bow.
To the winners for second and
third place he awarded three tournament arrows and three practice
arrows respectively. Next spring, Mr.
Morgan announces he · wlll present
another champion bow.
Girls' Basket Ball
In the basket ball interclass series
the juniors have shown themselves
to be s uccessful scorers thus far.
Friday wlll tell the tale when seniors and juniors meet to determine
the basket ball champions for the
year 1930. The scores stand at Pl'esent: Monday, juniors 40 vs. freshmen
5; Tuesday, seniors 15 vs. freshmen
B, 9 and sophomores 8 vs. juniors 25;
Wednesday, freshi:llan A 10, vs. soph omores 0.

CALENDAR

EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
1st Semester. 1929-1930
All Pub. Sp. II classes in Auditorium- S :30-11:30, Monday, January 27.
All afternoon classes- ! :00-4:00, Monday, January 27.
(unless otherwise arranged at convenience of instructor)
1st hour M. W. F. classes- 8:30-11 :30, Tuesday, Jan. 28.
2nd hour .lVI. Vv. F. classes- 1 :00-4:00, Tuesday, Jan. 28.
3d hour M. W. F. classes- 8:30-11 :30, Wednesday, Jan. 29.
4th hour M. vV. F. classes-1 :00-4.:00, Wednesday, Jan . 29.
3d hour T. Th. classes- 8:30-11 :30, Thursday, .Tan. 30.
2nd hour T . Th.

classcs~·l :00-4:00,

Thursday, Jan. 30.

1st hour T. Th. classes-8:30-11 :30, Friday, J an. 31.
4th hour T. Th. classes- 1 :00-4:00, Friday, Jan. 31.
Classes meeting 4 or 5 times a week will be considered M. W. F. classes for purposes of examination.

t!'AGBTWO
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Talk· a· Log ...
We
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hope Coach Ed Pinv.ltz ca.n Advertisers."
make a bunch of basket socialists
00000
out of those ornery LePenske, Mc- It is our painful duty to announce
Kenny and the rest.
the matriculation of the famous~--------------------~------·
Xamlnation.
00000

ooo0

Poem by MacNeil Eyelands
Low Bridge is a game played in

0

Delta Rappa Phi
Elects New Officers

Gammas Elect
New Leaders

Campus Mascots Is the latest.
The Delta Kappa Phi Fraternity
Delta Alpha Gamma sorority anAmong them are razor-back hogs of the College of Puget; Sound elec- nounces the election Wednesday afcellat·s and High Bridge Is that and ring-tailed terrapins.
ted new officers for the spring sem-1 ternoon of the following officers for
played In attics. Because there are
o o oo o
ester last Wednesday evening in the second semester: President, Reisnoopers and smellers and all sorts
WE don't need one.
their regular meeting at the Frater- en Young; vice president, Mary
0 0 0 0 0
of "anti" fanatics
nity House.
Westcott; recording secretary, GerAnd all of us t·egular fellers
Harold Bergerson says we have
The officers elected are: President aldlne Whitworth; corresponding
Are jailed as "dangerous erratics." razor-tongued co-eds already.
Will.lam Law; vice president, Carl secretary, Esther Jean Mathis; treas0 0 0
I think its a.n outrageous matter
Eshelman; recording secretary, Ed- w·er, Georgia Johnson, Marshall;
Since this is an open free nation.
This week's hall of fame will be ward Burrough; treasurer, Herbert Mlnabel Stephens; historian, Helen
To l'aise such a howl and a clatter. decorated by the bust of "Doc" Phenecie; corresponding secretary, Brenton and inter-sorority represenOver innocent brain recreation.
Spears, of Minnesota, who has final- Wendell Jones, and sergeant at tatlve, Beth Latcham.
We all should, like the Mad Hatter ly completed the conquest of being . arms, Stanley Wardln. Installation
rumored as the next coach of every of officers will be held the first Otlah Club
Sip tea and smother elation.
large college on the coast.
meeting In the spring semester.
0 0 0 0 0
Holds Meeting
Whether or not this bit is original
I I I I I
Otlah held Its last meeting of the
Alvin Allard is a rising young hu- It took him ten years to accom- Gamma Formal
semester Tuesday evening at the
morist who bears watching.
pllsh the feat.
At Broadmoor
home of Evelyn Bjorkman. A talk
I I I I I
00000
As an opening of the ballroom of on modern painters was given by
He wanted to know if we'd heard Jimmy Phelan produced his the new Broadmoot· apartments was l Lucille Veatch. Refreshments were
the one about the Scotchman who champ team in seven years.
the winter formal of Delta Alpha served.
I I I I I
Gamma sorority Saturday night. The
shot his wife for t'inslng out his
shaving brush.
Western material is pretty smart ballroom with its windows overlook- Christian Service
Jimmy, as has been proven many ing the Sound, was attractive in its Club Meets
00000
....Latest Hit from Zanzibar, East times so don't be surprised if we array of palms, lamps and huge basThe Christian Service Club met at
catch on In two or three years.
kets of bright flowers. The favors fot
Africa
the
First Evangelical Church, 13th
! I ! I I
the men were lea ther bill folds
"Lovable Edible You."
and
K streets, Thursday, Janua!Y
High
chairs
have
been
suggested
embossed with the Greek letters of
0 0 0 0 0
9. The group gathered for dinner at
With the Introduction of the ox- for the commons for Frosh who the sorority.
In the receiving line were: Beth 6:30. After dinner, Rev. Carl Heinford method of eliminating excuses, can't keep their beards out of their
Latcham,
Keith Reid, Mr. and Mrs. miller, of Seattle, led a discussion on
there will doubtless be a noticeable soup.
!I I I I
Robert Poole, Prof. and Mrs. Alfred the general subject, "Christian
improvement in the general health
Leadership," dwelling especially on
conditions of the students.
We suggest the table-legs be am- Matthews, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
putated.
Cochran. Other guests of the soror- the thought of choosing one's life
00000
I I II I
ity were: Minard Fassett, Sam occupation from a Christian standWe saw this inscription lying on
Daddy
Brooke
will
be
sued
by
the
Learned, Franklin Manning, Larry point.
a desk so we put It in here thinking
it belonged here: "Patronize Trail medical association of Tacoma for Hamm, Wilmot Ragsdale, Chester
sending so many apples to college Rhodes, Harold Sievers, Einor Mor- Cabaret Idea at
ney, Alfred Van Trojan, John Gard- Epsilon lnfOI·mal
this winter.
ner, Leonard Elsbree, Willison BartSigma Zeta Epsilon gave an in~
! !I I !
He also Is famous for preferring a lett, Charles Smith, Allan Petrich, formal in the Vlldng Room of the
SEAMONS FLOWER
term at C. P. S. to one in the U. S. Archie Calahan, William Hansen, Tacoma Hotel, Friday evening, JanSHOP
Kenneth Polglase, Harwood Tibbits, uary 10. The cabaret idea predominSenate, "Daddy knows best."
I I I I I
Eldon Reeser, James LePenslce, Miles ated. Small tables seating two
Cut Flowers
Dean Lemon announces a memory Thomas, Charles Smith, Richmond .couples each were placed surroundcourse for plumbers next semester. Mace, Julius Gius, Lloyd Ulrick, Ar- ing the dance-floor, and palms lent
Blooming Plants
I I I I !
thur Poole, Kelly Weiss, Darrel ~ garden-like atmosphere to the
Funeral Designs
Also a new soap will be installed Thomas, James Skewis, and Rich- occasion. Prof. and Mrs. Charles
Battin and Prof. and Mrs. F . McMilin the washt·ooms for folks with mond Hidy.
Everything. in Flowers
sticky fingers.
In charge of the o.f!air were: Mur- Ian were the patrons and patron9th & Broadway
Main 4978
iel Bohn, Mildred Meader, Helen esses.
Young, Carol Lindsay and Ada Annabel.
Y. W. Has

'-------------------------

·Mutual
otors

SUITS
HATS
O'COATS

$1

OLYMPIC LAUNDRY
MAIN 5000
Affiliated Pantorium Cleaners

Authorized
Ford--Lincoln

We Se1·ve You Best

Dealers

PROCTOR
PHARMACY

South Ninth at Kay Street
Phone Main 216
Tacoma, Washington

W. P. Ragsdale
N. 26th &Proctor
Proc. 571

1fJLOW1EJQS
Th_e California and Winthrop Florists
SUGGESTS
A large selection of Spring Flowers. Don't forget for your formal and dance our skillfully
styled corsages at prices ranging from $1.50
to $6.00.

Light Program

An interesting social affah· was
the informal party given by Alpha
Beta Upsilon sorority last Friday
evening at the Oyster Shell. Appointments carried the Japanese
motif charmingly with gay lanterns, parasols and favors. The programs were of rice paper lettered
in Japanese.
·
Guests of the sorority were : Owen
Kinnamon, Leonard Elsbree, Dick
Link, Arthur Weber, Franklin Neyhart, Ed Burrough, Don Shotwell,
Wade Coykendall, Donald Cooper,
Herbert Phenecle, Thomas Pugh,
Sam Learned, F rank Rumball, Robert McKay, Harold Gunnette,
Stanley Wardin, Charles Anderson,
Vernon McAl'tor, W1lllam Ellison,
K enneth Siveson, Clarence Peterson, Fred Bagwell, Paul Lung, and
Gaynor Langdois.

To dispel the shadow of gloom
cast by impending exams, the last
Y. W. program before closed period
was given in a light vein.
Popular songs, "Singing in the
Rain'' and ''Painting the Clouds
With Sunshine," were sung by
Ethelyn Lewellyn, accompanied by
Lona Potucek. Mrs. H. C. Cheney,
whose humorous readings the Y. w.
enjoyed last year, read "The Bride"
and as encore, "And That's How
That Started."
Following another solo by Ethelyn, the club joined in a community
sin g, with Lona at the plano.
Olive Rees announced a meeting
of all girls really interested in Y. W.
discussions, led by well-known
downtown people. The meet was
held Wednesday noon in the Y.
room.
There will be no meeting next
Tuesday, because of closed period.

Sigma Mu Chi
Elects Officers

Dr. Hausheer
In Talk toY. W.

Beta Have
Japanese Party

At the weekly meeting of Sigma
Mu Chi election of officers was held
for the spring semester. Frank Neyhart was elected president of the
fraternity. Other officers chosen are
Robert Evans, vice president; Bernard Golney, recording secretary;
Rex West, corresponding secretary;
George Tibbits, treasurer; Rich
Hidy, social chairman; Marvin
Steinbach, finance chairman; Carlton Wood, historian; Oscar Huseby,
sergeant at arms; Edward Rich, editor and Wilbur Goss, chaplain.
Installation of the new officers
will be held at the chapter meeting
February 5.

Cosmopolitan
Program

$ave Time ...
... $ave Moneg

Eat at
THE COMMONS

The Philippines was the country
discussed in the Cosmopolitan program last Tuesday in the Y. W.
room. Every aspect of the Isles'
present and past status was thoroughly given-Cultural Progress by
R. Cavanllla; Education by Theo
Barwlclc; Christianity by A. Patacsil; and Politics by M. Bolong.
Doubts were popped out after the
talks and they surely were the hot
points of discussion.
• : · · - - -..- ·- - - -..-·•:•
ALDER STREET BARBER f
& BEAUTY SHOP
Permanent Wave $5.00 complete (Bobbed hair only)
· Try our haircuts
No. 26th & Alder
Pr. 3633

"It has been my experience that
children who start school at the age
or' eight years make more rapid progress than those who begin younger," said Dr. Hausheer in his talk
on "Schools of Switzerland," at a
recent Y. W. C. A. meeting.
In Switzerland children start when
they are six, seven or eight. However, many children go to kindergarten, which Mr. Hausheer characterizes as the heavenly part of
school life, while college Is just the
opposite part."
Teaching requirements there are
much stiffer than here, and perhaps
that is why teachers are so looked
up too there.
Salaries are determined by length
of service, but In no case is a teacher permitted to worry about finances. His salary is raised each year
of continued service until a maximum Is reached, and there is also a
pension for old age.
f. wlss teachers love their work and
their pupils. "Do what you love," is
Dr. Haushee's advice to young
people. "A person does best what he
most loves to do."

PROFESSOR MATHEWS
GUEST AT LUNCHEON

Prof. Alfred W. Mathews of the
College of Puget Sound attended a
luncheon held in the Stone Room of
the Tacoma Hotel for the officers
of the Lexington last Tuesday.
'lhe ship's officers were the guests
of the Tacoma Army and Navy Association.
Professor Mathews is an officer
in the national guard.
PATRONIZE
TRAIL
ADVERTISERS

Honor Discussion
Is Concluded
(Continued from Page One)
In some colleges the only punishment for the violation of the Honor
System is permanent expulsion; in
others, It consists of a deprivation
of college credits; in still others it
consists in a deprivation of social
privileges or In a simple reprimand.
Some institutions publish t he names
of the convicted students; however,
a majority of them favor withholding the name of the offender.
Generally speaking experience has
shown that the regular student body
governing council can administer
the Honor System better than a
special honor committee. However,
in some institutions the duties of
the student officials are so heavy
that a special committee Is a neccs.~ity. There are a number of notable exceptions to th e general rule
stated.
The system of organization should
be simple. A simple process should
be worked out whereby a student
can be given a fair and Impartial
trial. Some institutions provide for
a second trial on appeal, which is
public. Few public trials have been
held within the history of the Honor System, but, when they hav~ occurred, they have been gruesome
things. It is generally thought best
to provide for a final appeal to the
president of the college, or to some
designated faculty committee, before a student is permanently expelled.
Many students think t hat the aim
of the Honor System should be to
exclude cheaters; many believe that
an attempt should be made to t·ehabilltate offenders.
Secret student spies whose duty It
is to report violators of the Honor
System have been found to be of little value.
Regardless of what individuals
may think about the salutary influence of the Honor System, it is a
fact that students are crying out
against the wholesale cheating that
is going on in some of our American
colleges which rely wholly upon the
cleverness of the instructors or
proctors to detect cheat ers. Many of
these students came to the Congress
of the N. s. F. A. last December
searching for something to substitute for the faculty espionage systern, while some came hunting
methods and information that
would enable them to improve their
Honor Systems. It is high time that
something definite pe done toward
solving tllis problem of student honesty.
The N. s. F. A. is deeply Interested In this question and It w·ges
serious thought, expression, and action upon it. Thf,Association of
American Colleges is also interested
in it to the extent th at they are
now conducting a !Iurvey of the systern as it exists In the unite<:\ State~;~.

Country Club
Scene of Lambda P.arty

The Lambda Sigma Chi Winter Informal was held Saturday evening at
the Tacoma Golf and Country Club.
The ballroom was attractively decorated in the sorority colors of mongol and silver, and with large baskets of chrysanthemums. Programs
were. of Italian parchment.
Guests of the sorority were Douglas Babcock, Frank Rostad, Douglas
Hendel, George Tibbits, Charles Anderson, William Gellerman, Lal'l'y
Wurch, Richard Poole, Joe Rausch,
Vic Ranta, Stanley Disher, Ray Sullcosky, Strand Hilleboe, William
Cady, Dave Rice, Don Hoch, Clarence
Peterson, Bob Young, Harry Brown,
William Kaiser, Don Cooper, Bruce
J ohnson, Carlton Wood, Jack Swanberg, and Richard Link. Mr. and Mrs.
Nels Johanson were chaperons.
Those In charge of the affair were
Bonita Reeder, Shirley Morris and
Evelyn Bjorkman.

FREDERICK DEAN
DRUG CO.
Professional Pharmacies
Store No.1
2612 Sixth Avenue
PHONE MAIN 2726
Store No.2
2701 North Proctor
PHONE PROCTOR 2726

COLLEGIANA
<Continued from Page One)
fornia recently, Spears paid a visit
to Eugene which was taken as an
opportunity to go over the situation.
Spears Is know to be one of three
or four men undet· considerat ion for
the position.

• • • •

How is the girl or youth who goes,
as a stranger, to th e city to work,
and eventually to find a llfe partner, to become acquainted with the
right persons? How Is he or she to
make enough suitable friends to
find an opportunity for marriage?
This and similar problems are being
discussed by Eugenics students at
the University of Southern Cal.lfornia, in the intersts of the American
Eugenics society which plans to establish ways and means of promotng marriages and lessening loneliness in large cities.
I t was agreed that to make a successful marriage, there must be
some chance for attaining a11d
maintaining normal standards of
living. Among plans suggested for
bringing young people together was
the "Happy Hour" plan, which has
been successfully adopted by some
churches, but need not stop there.
This was, a jolly, helpful program is
planned between 5:30 and 6:30 one
day a week when friendships are •
made. There are many other plans,
also, which may help to fill this real
need.

• • • •

Musical whoopee was made at different organized houses of the University of Washington last Satul'day morning, the occasiop being the
annual Y. W. C. A. waffle breakfast. Jazz bands, one, two or three
of them, played during breakfast
at each house, and though it doesn't
say so, we Imagine they had their
share of waffles afterwards. A sports
motif was carried throughout, and
everything from football to track
was represented.

• • • •

In view of recent occurrences in

the Puget Sound chemistry laboratory, this little poem (or obituary, or
epitaph, or what have you?) seemed
appropriate.
Oh, there was a young chemistry
bluff
Who was mixing a compound of
stuff,
He lit a match to a pile, and after
a while
They found his front teeth and cuff.
-W. S. C. Evergreen
•

•

•

$

"Occupation of the mammoth Life
Science building, newest structure
on the University of California
campus, will be begun ynthin the
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next two weeks." The building is
the last word in modem construction, and contains the latest equipment, for scientific study. Departments which will be housed in this
unit are botany, plant nutrition,
bio-chemistry, home economics, psychology, anatomy, bacteriology, zoology, physiology, the museum of
verterbrae zoology, and state departments for t he Inspection of
foods and sanitation.
Three other new buildings are also
under way on the Bear domain; the
Giannini building, the Eshelman
Memorial building, the Rockefeller
International House, and t h,e new
infirmary.
--------------

BETSY ANN BAKERY
Bread and Fancy
Pastry
for
Dinners or Parties
2807 6th Ave.

Main 1646

VARSITY PLAYS TONIGHT

LOGGER SPORTS

VARSITY PLAYS TONIGHT

THE PUGET SOUND TRAIL

sPEAKER TALKs oN ·LoGGERs WIN
LEXINGTON IS HOST
'THE MAN AHEAD'
BASKET TILT To_c. P. s. GROUP
An outstanding chapel speake1·
of the past week at Linfield was Improved Teamwork by PuGoeffr ey Morgan . of Leland Stanget Sound Team Is Shown;
ford university. He gave a very inMcKenney
Leads Maroon
teresting and graphic speech on
"The Man Ahead." Showing that
Showing improved team work
young people must consider the man
their first game the Puget
since
that they will be 20 years from 1930.
He was secured by President Riley, Sound Loggers defeated the Washthrough the Ellison-White company. ington Hardware five, Wednesday,
by a 37 to 25 score, having been preg
viously defeated by the same quintet. This win was indicative of the
college team's improvement.
In Wednesday's tilt the Loggers
1133 Broadway phone Main 75
found tl).e basket, and scored rather
easily. Coach Pirwitz gave the en~IIIIIIIIUIIIIItllllllltlt~llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllflllllllf~ tire varsity a chance to work, using
two complete teams. The Loggers
started slowly, but by the end of the
game were working quite smoothly.
For the Maroon, Van McKenny
was the leading scorer with 10
points to his credit. McKenny
played a good game at guard. Kegley was at center Wednesday and
accounted for 6 points, as did Bower at forward. The big guns of the
Hardware team were D. Wasmund
with 12 points, and Kemick with 9.
Washington Hardware defeated
the Loggers Friday night 39 to 30 in
a listless game. The college team
was uneasy on the floor and could
not get going.
The summary of ' the Wednesday
afternoon game follows:
Puget Sound (37) (25) W13.Sh. Hdwe.
McCoy (2)
F
(9) Kenrick
LePenske (6)
F (12) Wasmund
Kegley (6)
c
(2) Fassett
Grimes (4)
a
(2) Hendel
McKenney (10) a
Johnson
Substitutes-Puget Sotmd, Tomko,
Bowers (2), Piety (3), Bowler (2),
Ulrick (2) .
111111111111 111111111111111111 U II II t IIIII II Ill U 111111111 II 1111 1 1111~
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9:3() a.m. to 5 p.m.

THIS WEEK AND NEXT
On the 7th Floor
A real show of craft wares--all the
clever things you can make of Dennison paper products. Quaint pieces
to beautify a girl's own room, novel
gifts for one's friends and party
trimmings to make you Stadium's
most talked of hostess. A display of
them and free instruction in the art
of making them yourself. Come in
after school and look around-you'll
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To be personally conducted
through. the U. S. S. Lexington by
Lieutenant Commander Smith, of
the aviation corps, y.ras the rare and
excitin~ privilege of College of Puget Sound faculty and students Wednesday evening. About 75 braved the
snow and cold to take advantage of
this opportunity and were well repaid for the effort.
Everything from the seamen to a
$15,000 ai11plane engine was of interest. Although the ship has 180,000
horse-power the students were unable to find the horses, but they
were willing to believe that tpe ship
was large enough to take care of
that many.
Lieut. Commander Smith explained in detail the different types of
planes, engines, the fueling system
for planes which handles 140,000 gallons of gasoline, etc. The group visited the parachute division, and the
pilot house, the power units, and the
"movies." In the words of one of the
young women "We didn't see as
many sailors as we expected, but
even so, it was a wonderful trip."

STUDENT AUTHOR
SELLS STORY
Hughey Arnette Will Have
Work in "Crisis"
Hughey Arnette's short story "The
Yellow Tree" is to be published in an
early issue of "Crisis" the national
colored magazine edited by Dr. W.
E. B. DuBois, one of the greatest
negro scholars in this country.
"Th e Yellow Tree" is a most
charming story of superstition and
the Southern negro. It was originally written for Miss Reneau's shortstol'Y class this semester, and was
rated as such a success that Hughey
was tempted to offer it for publication. He has also written poetry for
the same magazine.

,

Puget Sound will be represented
by !our women's debate teams this
year, Miss Mildred Martin, coach,
.Men,s
recently
announced. Various home
Hats
debates will be scheduled, and from
Suits
the winners of these, the traveling
Overcoats
team
will be chosen.
Cleaned
At present, the schedule of debates
and
and speakers is as follows: WillamPressed
ette, Georgia Johnson and Bonita
Reeder;
Oregon State College, Carol
Reduced prices on ladies
Lindsay and Georgia Johnson; Linwork
field college, Edna Baril apd PeiU'l
Disher; Pacific Lutheran college,
TRIBUNE
Haru Semba and Pearl Disher. DeCLEANERS
finite dates are not ready to publish.
"Although most of the girls are in""S"'t...
..,
experienced debaters, with practice
they will develop into good ones,
No.1
Temule of Music predicts Miss Martin, optimistically.
"We are expecting to win most of our
Main 5620
debates in spite of the forecast that
this year's season would be a flop."

Jazz Piano

A SURE WINNER
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YOU CAN MAKE A SUBSTANTIAL SAVING BY
BUYING A USED INSTRUMENT NOW
vVe want to reduce stock of these trade-ins and are giving
Discounts of from 10 to 20%
from the originally marked price.
Every Instrument Guaranteed to Be As Represented

TACOMA MUSIC

COMP~NY

917 COMMERCE STREET

TRAIL STAFF
SEEKS RATING
The Trail staff has sent several
issues of the Trail east to the national rating board.
The judging of the student publications is sponsored by the University of Minnesota school of Journalism. The instructors of the university a::e aided by a group of metropolitan newspapermen.
The board is called the National
Student Press Association and annually college papers throughout the
country submit "samples" for ratings.

HIS is the age of new t1Jpe
faces and of novel ideas
in printing. + With our
large assortments of t1Jpe
and ornaments we are able to
fill all of IJOUr printing needs. +
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726 Pacific Ave.

RESERVES LOSE
SPORTS BULLONEY
BASKET GAME Conference
basket ball is now un- Univers.i ty of Oregon, which means
der way and from the looks of lots to the Salem folks. Linfield is
TO LUTHERANS things the chase for the pennant ; the dark horse, and for the first
1

Place to Meet for
Goods Things to

EAT
2813 No. 26th & Proctor

MANY LINFIELD
GRADUATES TEACH
In looking over the Directory of
Superintendent, Supervisors, Principals and High School Teachers of
Oregon, Dr. Riley found some rather
interesting facts. In this book he
found the names of exactly 100 Linfield graduates who are teaching in
Oregon at the present time. Considering size, this is a larger percentage than any other school in
the Willamette valley. In schools
approximately the size of L~nfield
he finds: Wlllamette 158, Pacific
University 76; Albany college, 38;
Whittier college, 38, and Pacific
college, 14..

will be plenty hot. .competition will' time in its career in the Northwest
be in two divisions as it is in most Conference it has a team that will
any league. The first place will be beat many of their opponents.
contended by two or three strong
This all goes to show that in orteams and the remainder will fight der to win championships in our
it out fo1· the lower rungs of the conference it is necessary to have
ladder and from being left in the hoop teams that are almost on a
cellar.
par with the big curcuit of the
The three teams that are now in Pacific Coas't.
the first rank seem to be Whitman,
last year's champ, Willamette and ·And while we have mentioned the
Linfield. Whitman has played some progress of the Northwest Conferbig time schools this year and h.a s ence it might be well to note that
come out with a record that any Whitman has been slated to play
coach in a school with a student 1 the College of the Pacific at Stockbody of about' 500 can show the rest t.on, California in an interleague
MAKEUP MASKS & WIGS
of the world with a great deal of game. The game will be played on
NEAL E. THORSEN
pride. Whitman split a two-game 1October 11 and from the looks of
Pythian Temple, Second Floor
series with Washington state and things it is a "natural." Both teams
Masquerade Costumes, Tuxedos
and Dress Suits for Rent
did likewise with the University of are strong and play fast ball. Some
924% Broadway
Main 3111
Idaho. Against the University of 1 time ago a game was proposed by
washington, the team that is the I the College of Puget Sound with
--------~----------~
best of the Pacific coast confer- ~ the College of Pa:cific but it fell
ence, northern division, the Whit- through. It is a sure sign of athletic
man team played good games even powress when a school is invited to ~ ~cciolisls lu school
though the score was not in their play in some distant city. Whitman U ri1lrlual illuslrllliu!f.._.
favor. And down at Salem, the is' to be congratulated.
stronghold of Willamette University,
Over at the gymnasium some
the fans are all hot and bothered
about a Bearcat team that is the work was done during the holidays
best ever turned out there. The and already some of the fellows are T~COM~ ENGRIMNG
COMMNY
Bearcats have a verdict over the giving kind of rough treatment.
TACOMII
What we have in mind is the refinished gym floor. Heavy boots, street
shoes and the like does not keep
GOING PLACES AND DOING THINGS
the floor in good shape. Apparently
Charles Robbins-bursar-writing figures--in a big book-Ross
some of the students have been
Mase-up to his-old tricks--of whistling-at no one-in particularF. W. Krug
brought up to slide on the parlor Phone Main 4429
John Gardner-senior president-patiently- listening- to Charles T.
floor at home when wearing heavy
Battin-general manager-Jean Michael-Charlotte Cook- Margaret
shoes. The marks on the floor add
Wheeler-that inseparable-freshman trio-going home Albert Hotchto its looks.
kin-editor.:......of the "J:rail-scowling at-a news story-Minard Fassett
class of '29-in the lower hall-Warren Perry- librarian-writing a
check-Mrs. Poole-and Mrs. Cochran- just freezing-Lou Grantlooking at-a pile of ore-at the smelter-Prof. 0. F. Hite-making a
decision- in a fast-?-women's--basket ball game-Rich Hidystudying- in the library-Lucllle Murbach-sitting-with the chapel
Tacoma
FUN~:~L ~~ME
304 Rust Bldg.
choir-Whitman playing- Puget Sound-Ted and Bill Healy-handsome twins--arriving- late to-class--Keith Reid-in the receiving
~oiUIIIIIIIIIIUIUitiiiUIUJIUIIIUitltlllltlllltiUitlltlllllt~
line-at the Gamma formal.
·:·~~II._CI._.I.._.t
t~I
II-II~Cl~I~,._.CI-II._,CI
II._,II._..~I---It:.

Playing their first game of the
present season the College of Puget
Sound Reserves were beaten by the
Pacific Lutheran College Gladiators 29 to 19 in a fast game played
on the Parkland court. The game
was exceptionally fast during the
first , half when the two teams
played to almost an even score.
From the half time on, however, the
Lutherans slowly went ahead · and
took the ball game.
,
Mitton for the winners was high
point man with 15 points to his
credit. Jolmson with 6 was next.
For the Reserve team Lou Grant
took scoring honors, collectihg 8
counters. Huseby and Weick played
good ball for the Puget Sound team.
The summary:
Van Trojen (1) F
C6) Johnson
Williams
• F
(2) Coltom
(15) Mitton
c
Weick <3>
G
<2> c. Munson
Ranta <2 >
Nyman
Grant (8)
G
Substitutes - Reserves:
West,
Kragness, Brown, Huseby (2), Newell, Link. P. L. C.: Munson, Gardlin, Sanderson, Schierman, Thostenson.
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(Continued from Page One)
sor of mathematics and astronomy
at Albion College. In 1908 he became Professor of mathematics and
astronomy in the College of Puget
Sound.
Mr. Hanawalt has now been a professor in the College o{ Puget Sound
for twenty-two years. This record is
Jnly surpassed by Mr. Davis who
claims one more year of service. Even
Mr. Perry can remember that as a
'lOY he used to go down to the old
~allege and look at the stars through
Professor Hanawalt's telescope. Mr.
Hanawalt still has visitors and he
stlll lectures to various organizations on astronomy.
Active In Educational Circles
Mr. Hanawalt has always taken a
special interest in education and he
has taken an active part in the work
of the State Teachers' Association.
He is especially proud of the fact
that he visited every school that his
two boys attended and that he met
all of their teachers. Paul Hanawalt,
who graduated from Puget Sound, is
now principal of the Puyallup High
School and Harold Hanawalt is a
ship builder in Seattle.
Mr. Hanawalt has also been active
in church work. From the tlme he
left college he· has always been a
teacher or superintendent of a Sunday school. He has been a conference delegate of the Methodist
church a number of times and while
in Iowa he headed the State Epworth League. At the present time he
teaches the Philo Christe class in the
fi rs t Me th o dis t ch urch of T acoma
and he also has a local minister's license.
Likes to Hike
Besides stargazing and solving the
problems of higher mathematics Mr.
Hanawalt's chief hobby is hiking.
Professor Davis claims that he is one
of the fastest walkers in Tacoma. He
h as climbed Mount Tacoma, peaks in
the Cascades and the Olympics, and
one night he climbed Pike's Peak all
by himself.
One of his hobbies used to be the
care of the clock in the old building
and in those days the time was always accurate. Although h e no longer has this responsibility he st111
checks up now and then on Mr. Robbins. Maybe it is because he owns R.
Ford that Mr. Hanawalt favorite
comic strip is Joe's car.
Mr. Hanawalt has taken an active
part in the work of the college. He
is also a member of two national
societies: the American Mathematical Association of American and
the Astronomical Society of the Pacific.
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BECAUSE:

WOMEN'S DEBATE PROF· HANAWALT COLLEGIATE WOES
SCHEDULE READY
ARE EXPLAINED
IS INTRODUCED
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Because our Rock Deli Brand slands for the highest
quality, you will always enjoy good food if you will
remember to ask for "Rock Dell" when buying canned
fruits and vegetables.

washington, D. C.; "Collegiate
scandals and social disorders among
students are often the result of a
Younglove Grocery Company
..-t,._.,.,,...,,...,
clash between two of the three dominant culture streams in America, Dr.
Martin Hayes Bickham of Chicago, . ' ~-------------~-----------------~-------------------------------------------~'I
'II
a member of the Committee on So"College Night" at the
'
cial Analysis of College Communities,
HOTEL WINTH;ROP
told the American Sociological So~
ciety in session here recently.
ROOF GARDEN
The three streams are the Puritan,
Dancing F1·iday and Satw·day Only
originating in New England, the
:''
•
Tidewater, beginning in the South,
'
AL
GRUETTER'S
DANCE
ORCHESTRA
and the Continental, of more recent
'I
origin in urban centers.
---~--------------------------------------------------------------------·-~
Both the Puritan and -the Tidewater cultures are characterized by
a deep-rooted love of learning and
DON'T FORGET
religion. The former spread across
You can get all your
the northern part of the United
SUPPLIES AND 1'EX'fBOOKS HERE
States and the latter across the ·
southern, their influences extending
M. R. MARTIN & CO.
to the Pacific Coast. In the wake of
EVERYTHING FOR SCHOOLS
the Puritan stream such institutions
926 Pacific Avenue
as Harvard, Yale, Hamilton, Oberlin,
DePauw, Illinois College and Grinnell were left. The Tidewater influ·
•• _ .. _ . , . _M _ _ .. _ . . , _
ence was felt strongly in William and
Mary, Virginia, Davidson, Maryville,
Kentucky Wesleyan, Vanderbilt and
others.
"••1-
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Spalding

These two culture streams were
largely rural and Protestant in religious colol'lng while the Continental culture, which began to be felt
about 1830, was centered in the cities
and was heavily Catholic. Fordham,
Villa Nova, Notre Dame, Loyola,
Marquette and Creighton are institutlons reflecting this influence.
"The evidence <of recent surveys)
seemed to show that students from
the Puritan culture influence could
mingle fairly easily with students
from the Tidewater culture influence," Dr. Bickham said.
"The sharper cultural clashes were
evident in colleges where youtha ot.
immigrant and Catholic backgrounds
ventured to go to college in which the
older culture streams were dominant," he continued.
Although probably more than half
ot America's colleges have developed
under the influence of the two older
streams, the nation has been moving
toward the dominance of urban life
from which the Continental culture
springs, it was pointed out.
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A RATING
This week the staff senl samples of The Trail east to
secm·e a national rating among college newspapers.
The judgment board, which is sponsored by the University of Minnesota is composed of nationally known n~ws
papermen and ins tructors in journalism, is called the National Student Press Association.
We feel that any project undertaken in which progress
is hoped for should not .fear critical s~r_utiny. W~ fee~ th~t
by submil.ling our effor.ts to a!"! examm~ng board IS qmte 111
keeping with a progressive policy. It w1ll enable lhe staff to
learn of its weakest and strongest departments. as seen by
this group of examiners. We also h~pe ~hat se~m·in~ a rating along with other collegiate puJ)liCahons will stnnulule
journalistic interest at Puget Sound and lend ~ncourage1?ent
to a group that give the school an account of Ils happemngs.

''BRIDGE"
·w e're not gelling much pleasure out of writing this.
We'd hoped it wouldn't have to be done.
.
\Ve asked the administration if we could move The :r~atl
office to its present location, and they consented prov1dmg
we would agree to some reasonable rules. We did, and the
staff has been particularly careful to observe them. But
others, not so much interested, are taking advantage of the
situation.
It all boils down to this:
Some things are aJl right in their places, ~ut that place
isn't the Trail office. Fiction would have Uns sport as a
means of easing the reporters nervous strain, but as il hap. .
pens it isn't the reporters this time.
It certainly is a daring sport to abuse pr1v1leges extended to others, and we wish this particular "diaper element"
would consider this.
And we won't think ils tattling to turn you in- but Jet's
not stumble over these kiddy cars again.

"B" and "A" work to balance up t heir
in low grades.
When a book of verse aclueves a place among the best sellers, ~Y g
In addition to the changes regardwith popular novels in point of sales, and becomes an interesting topic for I in probation, a change has been
conversation at dinner tables, it must have both merit and appeal. Dorg
othy Parker's latest collection, "Sunset Gun,'' published by Bon! and Liv- made in the regulation regarding reeright of New York, 1s refreshingly modem and gracefully keen enough strlcted enrollment for students who
to merit its success. It is a book to own and enjoy, or to give to anyone have not passed all of their registersave your Aunt Sarah. Using a most everyday vocabulary, Miss Parker ed hours. A student who does not
creates poems which are sometimes whimsical, often ironically flippant,
and a lways pointed· and vivid. It is not conventional society verse; rather pass :y., of his hours, regardless of his
it Is flapper verse-wholesome, engaging, uncorseted and not Jacking in average, will be limited in his regisgrace.
tratlon for the following semester,
As an example of economy of humor and youthful Irony, the little the amount to be at the discretion of
verse called "Two Volume-Novel," hits the mark exactly:
the registrar. Any student who fails
The sun's gone dim,
to pass In 2/ 3 of his registered hours
The moon's tu1·ned black;
will be dropped from t he college, and
For I loved him, and
can be re-registered only by special
He didn't love back.
action of the faculty.
Miss Parket· represents the modern mind and temperament with Its
To Be in Catalogue
salty humor, bits of disillusionment, and bright black authenticity, with
Following is the statement of t he
startling keeness. Her poems appear in Judge and Life, she writes lyrics new requirements as they were passfor popular and semi-popular songs, and at twenty-five she has two vol- ed by the faculty, giving the regulaumes of her poems ranking with the best of the' present day. She doesn't tions to be printed' In t he 1930 catahave to portray the present day; she represents it.
logue :
There are bits of pure beauty, little touches of wistfuln~ss, expressed in
1. That the article on "Restricted
beautiful phrases. The little poem "Interior" catches the heart-brealt Enrollment,'' p. 30 of the catalogue,
of one who has ·shut off her mind from the beating of her heart!
be to the following effect: "A stuHer mind lives t idily, apart
dent who has failed to pass l)l, of h is
From cold and noise and pain,
work shall have rest ricted registraAnd bolts the door against her heart,
tion for the next semester, the deOut wailing in the rain.
gree at the discretion of the regis"Sunset Gun" reminds us of the glltterlng drops of rain on the leaves tto.r. A student who has failed to pass
after a shower. It is beaut iful, and a thing to be remembered; yet It may in 2/ 3 of his hours shall not be redisappear with the coming of another breeze.
registered except by special action of
• • • • •
the faculty."
GEORGE BERNARD SHAW
2. That the article on "Probat ion"
The adjective 'sophisticated,' has been overworked in attempts to des- on p. 32 of the catalogue, be to the
cribe the works of George Bernard Shaw, but it is the only one by which following effect: "Students may be
we can describe the performance of the Maurice Colburne Players in their placed on probation because of improduction of "The Doctor's Dilemma," at the Helllg. Shaw and Shawism proper conduct or low scholarship.
stand alone in the sphere of provocative wit, and it seems to talce an Eng- A student or probation for poor
lish company to bring out the full value of his keeness and Irony. We scholarship the previous semester at
suppose that sophistication such as Shaw's only exists In an old and cul- this or any other institution will not
tui·ed society, but whether that is the case or not, the culture o:t the Eng- be registered for a second semester
lish players adds to the play, !measurably. They seem to have something unless he earns credits and points
the average American actor-at least the average movie actor-lacks; an equal to %. of the hours for which
indefinable something called culture, for want of a better term.
he Is registered. Any student will be
"The Doctor's Dilemma" consists of several dilemma and permits placed on probation whenever he
Shaw to make his piquant remarks on everything from professlono.l ethics earns less points than %. of the hours
to the state of a widow's mind. He takes sly digs at the doctors with point of registration. Students on probaand frequency, and one occasion takes a dig at himself by causing the tion shall be ineligible to hold an ofyoung artist who did not believe in morality to remark that he believe~ fice, participate in any student act"In George Shaw, who doesn't believe in anything." The theme of the play ivity, or represent the college in any
is expressed by the doctor, whom events force to decide whether he would inter-collegiate contest."
rather live in a world in which things are good and people are bad or in a
world in which things are bad and peoplE! are good.
Under the direction of Mr. Callais the moments of rare beauty anct
Good Things to Eat and Drink
true emotion of the play were made doubly poignant and the production as
THE PHEASANT, INC.
a whole was artistically successful.
. 913 Broadway
• • • • •
LUNCHE5-DINNERS
FOUNTAIN-CANDY
A LITERARY NEED
Sperka and WP..rwlck, Mgrs.
Something Is lacking in the North West, a nd that something might be
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There is not a satisfactory organ for literary talent in this section of the United States-and it Is a wide section. There Is not a magazine that
Is primarily interested in printing prose and poetry by writers motivated
only by a desire to create something beautiful and worthy in the field o!
letters. That there is now a need for such an organ has been brought
to ow· attention again and again during the year, through the expressed
opinions of writers with whom we have had the fortune of discussing the
AN IMPORTANT CHANGE
subject-both with folks within our halls here, and among interested people
about town and in Seattle. And artistic talent only creates in full ardor
A new system of counting ab.sences has ~ecn worked out, when some hope Is h eld forLh that good worl•, done with interest, may be
and; at this writing, seems certam of ad~phon .
by other eyes in the world than those of the writer himself.
In the future there will be no such thmg as an excuse. An discovered
This thought was first expressed to your writer by B. K. Daniels, inabsence is an absence, regardless of cause, wHh no chance tructor of Engllsh in the city. A number of years o.go he decried the abfor reprieve. Vlhen a student's tolnl abse!lces in a course ssence
some Pl'inted form in which local talent might find expression.
exceed twice the recitation hours per week m that course he Later of
we have h eard the same expression from various members of our
is automatically ch·opped. To re-enter a clas~ after the c~ll;lm own faculty.
ity it will be neces~n ry to win favorable=: ac ~10n on a pct1hon,
There Is a need for such a magazine, and its affect might be far reachand then pass a stiff re-entrance exnmmahon.
ing. It would not be a fresh experiment,. We would h ave many good preThere will be no grade reductions because of a_bsen~e~. cedents. And, not only that, but the greatest acb.ievements in this li.ne are
The system will work for two good re~S?J?S· ~u·st, 1t I S to be fotmd among smaller colleges.
simple. Second, it puts the burden of responstbJhty directly on
The magazine that comes nearest to being the literary organ for this
the student. The m en and women of the College of Puget country
is "The Frontier" of the University of Montana. H. G. Merriam
Sound never relish being treated as children. This new ab- Is the editor.
is a copy of it in the library at present. Read it
sence system assumes they should be treated as men and and you will be There
sut·prlsed by the literary excellence of many of the pieces.
women, and as such U1ey will prove this direct-responsibi1ity Many prominent writers of our own Puget Sound contribute to it, JamPs
system is good and workable.
Stevens among them. Some of the short-stories originally printed in this
publication have found there way into Mr. O'Brien's a1mual collection of
NOT ORIGINAL
best American short-stories.
A magazine of this kind has various affects. It not only gives exThere is nothing very new or original in what this edi- pression
to excellence among young writers who are making a begilming
terial has to tell you. Not very ne'''• but you always get a few in the world
of letters, but it also advertises the college nationally-perlike it this time every year unci we don't want to be unconven- haps more than
one other agent. The "Midland Monthly" Is o.nother
tional in this respect. So we won't mention anything about example of both any
a literary and an economic success. The Tamanawas, in
beginning to prepare for the coming examinations, or gell!ng common
with any other college annual Is in reality only a journal of
into good physical condition to meet the tests, ·or observmg yearly events
in the institution that sponsors it. It serves a very useful
closed period or any thing like that.
purpose, but t here are other purposes which its very arrangement makes
We're not going to bother you wilh a lot of things you it impossible to further.
already know or will soon find out, but we do bke that Boy
The far North West Is ripe for a magazine catering to literary excellScout motto "Be Prepared."
ence. Why should the College of Puget Sound not have ·the honor of reaping the benefits of such an enterprise?
I wish to take this opportunity to pay my respects to the program
presented on December 30, 1929 by the members of the Phillppine Club
of Tacoma in honor of their National Hero, D1-. Jose Rizal.
The chairman of the evening, Mr. Mariano Bolong, President of the
club, who directed the evening with promptness and skill, Is a student at the College of Puget Sound. In fact most of the program was
provided by our Philippine students while the first prize of the oratorical contest was won by another c. P. 6. student, Mr. Juanslto
Campos.
The program, consisting of dinner , music, and speeches, was care·
fully planned and skillfully presented amid a charming setting of
draped flags and appropriate decorations. The orations were of a
high order, and rang with notes of patriotic Idealism and loyalty
eulogizing the noble life and death of the Philippine hel'O, Dr. Jose
Rlzal.
An evening's program presented in the manner this one was shows
considerable ability and if this Is any evidence of their administrative
ien!us, I am sure the people of the Philippines will speedily be prepared to manage their own material affairs 9.3 an independent nation.
CHAS. A. ROBBINS.
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YESTERDAY, the rumble, creak, and flod of cart and
oxen. 4o-day and to-morrow the zoom o airp~anc.s. Paster
production. Faster consumption. Paster commumcat1oo.
Significant of electriciqr's part in the modern speeding-up
process is the fact that dunng the last seven years, co~sump
tion of electric power increased ,t hree and one-half nmes as
fast as population.
General Electric and its subsidiaries have develo.(?Cd and
built much of the larger apparatus that generates thls power
as well as the apparatus which utilizes it in industry and
in the home.
The college-trained men who come every year to Gen~ral
Electric take a responsible part in the planmng, producu,oo.
and distribution of electric products, and at the same tune
receive further technical or business training.
COMPANY,

SCHENECTADY,

NEW

